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Message From The Editors

Dear TTN Members,
It is with great pleasure that we
welcome you to our group's
new quarterly newsletter.
Over the years, TTN has benefitted from in-person
meetings all over the world to connect us. Now, in
2022, while those meetings remain important, the
need to connect through digital means has become
apparent.
Therefore, we are pleased to welcome you to the
inaugural edition of TTN Member Insights.
Walter Keiniger (Argentina) brings us an interesting
and timely article focused on the surprising decision
of the Argentine Supreme Court to deny treaty
benefits by claiming a form of "treaty abuse" was
occurring based on international structuring.

Brendan Murphy (Ireland) describes what individuals
considering returning or working in Ireland, now that the
pandemic is drawing to close, should keep in mind regarding
residency from a tax point of view.
Corpag's trio of Lucia Ibarreche Bruhl, Santiago Zebel, and
Josefina Colombatto go into depth on the particulars of the
Family Business Protocols in Buenos Aires and what it
means for their practice and clients.
Additionally, Xavier Gutierrez (Spain) was interviewed by
the editors in our first "Member Spotlight." We also take
this opportunity to congratulate Thierry Boitelle
(Switzerland) on on his new boutique tax firm.
Finally, information on upcoming conferences in Austin,
Texas and Geneva, Switzerland is provided. We hope to see
you all there in person this year! For hotel or travel
information, please contact Yvonne de Wolff at
yvonne@ttn-taxation.net.
Thank you for reading this first edition, and we look forward
to bringing you additional newsletters from TTN Members
in the future!
Sincerely,
The Editorial Team
Adrian Giordano Imbroll (Malta)
Jeff Hagen (Miami)
Erik Herkströter (Netherlands)
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TAX TREATY ABUSE:
Argentine Supreme
Court denies treaty
beneﬁts in a
controversial decision
by Walter Keiniger
In a split decision, the Argentine Supreme Court upheld the Federal Court of Appeals’
decision in the Molinos Río del Plata Case conﬁrming that dividends paid by a Chilean
holding company to its Argentine shareholder did not qualify for an exemption
provided by the Treaty to Avoid Double Taxation between Argentina and Chile
because there had been “treaty abuse”
1. Background
In 2003, Molinos Río de La Plata S.A., an Argentine
company (“Molinos Argentina”), incorporated
Molinos de Chile y Rio de la Plata Holding S.A., a
Chilean company (“Molinos Chile”) governed by the
special tax regime for “Investment Platform
Companies” established by Chilean Law No. 19,840.
At the time, Molinos Argentina transferred to
Molinos Chile its controlling interest in three
Uruguayan companies (“Molinos Uruguay”) and a
Peruvian company (“Molinos Peru”).
Between 2004 and 2009, Molinos Chile paid
dividends to Molinos Argentina, which mainly
derived from dividend distributions made by
Molinos Uruguay and Molinos Peru.
Molinos Argentina believed those dividends were
non-taxable in Argentina pursuant to article 11 of the
Convention to Avoid Double Taxation between
Argentina and Chile (the “DTT,” after its Spanish
acronym). At that time, the DTT was still in force
and established that: “dividends… shall only be
taxable in the contracting state where the company
that distributes them is domiciled.” By that rationale,
Molinos Argentina contended that the dividends it
received were only taxable in Chile and not in
Argentina.

In 2011, the Argentine Tax Authority (“AFIP,” after its
acronym
in
Spanish)
challenged
Molinos
Argentina’s position contending instead that
dividends paid by Molinos Chile were subject to
income tax in Argentina. AFIP argued that there had
been “treaty abuse” resulting in “double nontaxation” and, therefore, the provisions of Article 11
of the DTT did not apply. Thus, AFIP made an
assessment of the unpaid tax by Molinos Argentina.
The AFIP’s alleged “double non-taxation” argument
stemmed from the following:
(i) In Chile, Chilean Law No 19,840,passed in 2002,
established that income from foreign sources
obtained by “investment platform companies” (such
as dividends from foreign investments) was not
subject to Chilean income tax; and
(ii) In Argentina, article 11 of the DTT, then in force,
stated that dividends may only be taxable in the
contracting state where the company that
distributed them was domiciled (in this case, Chile).
On the grounds of the so-called “principle of
economic reality” of section 2 of the Argentine Tax
Procedure Law (which is similar to the US
“substance over form” principle), AFIP contended
that Molinos Argentina had abused the DTT by
creating a "conduit company" under the investment
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platform regime established by Chilean domestic
provisions; and it had done so with the sole purpose
of circumventing taxation in both Argentina and
Chile of the dividends received from Molinos
Uruguay and Molinos Peru.
2. Prior decisions and Attorney General’s Opinion
Molinos Argentina appealed AFIP's assessment
before the Argentine Tax Court (“TFN,” after its
acronym in Spanish). The TFN rejected Molinos
Argentina’s appeal and upheld AFIP's position on the
following grounds: (i) Molinos Argentina had
incurred “treaty abuse” or “treaty shopping,” which
invalidated the application of the DTT; (ii) the
“economic reality principle” does not conﬂict with
the DTT and is valid for preventing improper and
abusive use of the latter; and (iii) a conduit company
cannot be deemed as “beneﬁcial owner” of the
dividends received.
The Federal Court of Appeals (“CNCAF,” after its
acronym in Spanish) upheld the TFN’s decision. In
particular, based on the facts of the case as seen
under the light of the “economic reality principle,”
the CNCAF concluded that Molinos Chile was a
“conduit company” and, therefore, the tax beneﬁts
provided under the DTT were not applicable to the
particular case. The CNCAF claimed that Molinos
Chile’s lack of substance was demonstrated by: (i)
the absence of a real economic relationship between
Molinos Chile and the companies located in
Uruguay and Peru; (ii) the absence of an operational
structure in Molinos Chile; and (iii) the fact that
Molinos Chile immediately transferred to Molinos
Argentina the income paid by Molinos Uruguay and
Molinos Peru, such income did not remain in, and
was not part of, the equity of Molinos Chile.
Molinos Argentina appealed the CNCAF’s decision
before the Argentine Supreme Court (“CSJN,” after its
acronym in Spanish).
On November 28, 2017, the Attorney General on tax
matters, Laura M. Monti, ﬁled her legal opinion with
the CSJN in which she sided with the taxpayer. She
believed that the DTT did not contain speciﬁc “antiabuse” provisions that required the dividend
distributing company’s transactions to have a
business purpose or minimum substance. She also
argued that “the honest effort on behalf of taxpayers
to minimize their tax burdens is not per se illegal;
that is, legal tax savings are not questionable.”
3. Argentine Supreme Court Decision
In short, the CSJN substantially upheld CNCAF's
decision and, therefore, ruled for the AFIP on the

following grounds:
(i)
On legal hierarchy and treaty abuse: The DTT
should be interpreted in accordance with the
principles of public law recognized in the Argentine
Constitution, including that rights are by nature
non-absolute and any regulation restricting those
rights is subject to a reasonableness standard. By
that rationale, “good faith” is the main standard
when interpreting international treaties and
therefore no international treaty in force in
Argentina can be used abusively, regardless of
whether the treaty expressly includes an anti-abuse
clause or not.
(ii) On the interpretation of article 11 of the DTT in
light of the good faith standard: The purpose of the
DTT was to prevent double taxation between
Argentina and Chile on speciﬁc income (including
dividends). However, Molinos Argentina’s actions
suggest that its aim was not to avoid double taxation
but to beneﬁt from double non-taxation on income
that would otherwise have been subject to tax (since
Argentina had not signed a DTT with Uruguay or
with Peru granting the beneﬁts contained in article
11 of the DTT). Therefore, that “double non-taxation”
is not a substantially valid result of the DTT when
interpreted in good faith.
(iii) On the feasibility of using domestic anti-abuse
rules: Domestic anti-abuse rules (including the
“economic reality principle”) are applicable to the
interpretation and application of DTTs.
(iv)
On the application of the economic reality
principle to the speciﬁc case: The economic reality
principle allows AFIP to consider the “actual
economic transaction” and disregard inappropriate
legal forms and structures adopted by taxpayers.
Based on the evidence of the case, there are
reasonable grounds to conclude that the legal
structure of Molinos Argentina and Molinos Chile
had no substance and could be recharacterized by
the tax authorities in light of the principle of
economic reality.
Thus, the CSJN found that article 11 of the DTT does
not validate the use of platform companies under
Chilean domestic law to avoid paying income tax in
Argentina. This is so because of the harmonious
conﬂuence of the principle of reasonableness and
non-abusive exercise of rights (article 27 of the
Argentine Constitution) with the principle that
treaties must be interpreted in good faith and
purposefully (article 31 of the Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties) and the principle of economic
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reality (section 2 of Argentine Tax Procedure Law).

However, the decision of the CSJN was not
unanimous. Justice Rosenkrantz had a dissenting
opinion grounded on the following:
(i) On the interpretation of article 11 of the DTT: A
good faith interpretation of the treaty requires a
textual analysis of article 11, which offers no
difﬁculty and leads to the conclusion that Chile was
the only Contracting State of the DTT with the power
to tax the dividends distributed by Molinos Chile. It
is not appropriate for judges to add distinctions that
are nowhere to be found in the wording of the
statute or for them to add requirements that the
constitutional bodies responsible for negotiating the
treaties did not consider necessary or applicable.
(ii)
On the “source principle” of the DTT and the
taxing power of the Contracting States: The source
principle, adopted by the DTT (under which income
can only be taxed in the country where the income
is sourced) may validly lead to a scenario where
certain income is non-taxable in both contracting
States like in the case at law, where the source State
(who is the only one with taxing authority) chose
not tax certain income. In fact, the DTT established
that the beneﬁts therein were applicable even if one
of the countries waived the exercise of the exclusive
taxing right granted to it by the DTT.
(iii)
On the application of anti-abuse rules not
included in the DTT: To avoid fraud, the only rule
foreseen in the DTT provided that any situation
deemed fraudulent by either Contracting State must
be resolved by “mutual agreement” between the
competent authorities of the Contracting States
through consultations or information exchanges.
The DTT did not establish a rule that enabled either
of the Contracting States to unilaterally use its
domestic legislation to override the treaty provisions
in the event of alleged fraud. Consequently, applying
the economic reality principle from domestic
Argentine regulations to this speciﬁc case is
unacceptable.
Justice
Rosenkrantz
concluded
that
the
commitment assumed by each Contracting State of
the DTT must be obeyed even when the enforcement
of its provisions results in double non-taxation,
regardless of any possible value judgement about
that double non-taxation. It is not up to the courts to
judge the moral correctness or convenience of the
provisions adopted by the other branches of
government in the exercise of their powers. The
courts must restrict their work to the enforcement of
those provisions as they were conceived.

4. Closing Remarks
This case’s relevance lies in that it analyzes in
depth an international structure that led to double
non-taxation through the application of DTT
provisions. The CSJN’s majority vote addressed
relevant and sensitive matters, such as the “treaty
abuse” doctrine, the principle of reasonableness and
good faith, the principle of economic reality, etc.
Based on the facts and evidence of previous
instances, the CSJN concluded that the taxpayer's
structure was not valid when it came to taking
advantage of the provisions of the DTT. However, it is
worth noting that: (i) the CSJN’s decision in favor of
the AFIP was based on different reasonings of most
of its members (i.e., they did not have the same
grounds for their conclusions which were, anyway,
in favor of rejecting the taxpayer’s position); and (ii)
this decision was made against a particular factual
background; therefore, the CSJN’s conclusions
should be taken lightly, as they may not apply in the
same way to other cases involving treaties aimed at
preventing double non-taxation.
Walter Keiniger is a tax partner at Marval O’Farrell
in Argentina. He obtained his law degree at the
University of Buenos Aires, School of Law (1994),
with a specialization in Tax Law. He also holds a
Master of Laws in Taxation from the University of
Florida, USA (2003), a degree earned at the Graduate
Tax Program of the University of Buenos Aires,
School of Economics (1997) and attended a course of
specialization in Tax Law at the University of
Salamanca, Spain in 1998.
He has been recognized as one of the main tax
lawyers in Argentina by prestigious publications,
such as Chambers & Partners, Legal 500, World Tax
and LL250. He has also been recognized as leading
tax attorney in Argentina and thought leader by
LACCA (Latin American Corporate Counsel
Association) and has been awarded the 2018, 2019
and 2021 Client Choice Award for Corporate Tax in
Argentina. In 2017 he received the “best article”
award granted by the Argentine Fiscal Association
(local branch of the International Fiscal
Association).
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RETURNING OR
RELOCATING
TO IRELAND
With the Covid-19 pandemic
hopefully nearing an end, we have
seen an increased interest in expats
looking to return home to Ireland.
Perhaps it is the long absence from
being home during the last 18
months or the new ﬂexibility around
home working for many industries
which has led to this.

Brendan Murphy is tax partner at
Roberts Nathan, a Top 20
accountancy ﬁrm in Ireland with over
50 professionals. Brendan is a tax
advisor to both corporates and
individuals ensuring efﬁcient tax
planning and adherence to all tax
compliance obligations are met for
clients. Brendan has a strong
background in International Tax and
has assisted many companies and
individuals relocate to Ireland.

If a person is returning or relocating
to Ireland from abroad, it is
important to be aware of the tax
considerations outlined in this
article.
Residency and Domicile
There are two basic tests of residence in
Ireland:
1)The current year test: If you are present in
Ireland for 183 days in a calendar year.
2)The two-year test: If a person is present in
Ireland for 280 days taking the current and
preceding calendar years together; however, if
a person is present in Ireland for 30 days or
less in the second of these years, that person
will not be regarded as a tax resident in
Ireland for that tax year.
Individuals arriving in Ireland during the
year may be regarded under domestic law as
resident in two jurisdictions. If this is the
case, a Double Tax Agreement can provide a
tie breaker test to determine where the
individual is regarded as resident.
If an individual is a resident in Ireland for 3
consecutive tax years, that individual will be
considered an ordinary tax resident on the
4th year.

Domicile is a concept of general law. A person
can only have one domicile at any particular time
but cannot be without a domicile. A person’s
domicile can have an impact on how the person
is taxed and it is important to examine in detail
when moving between countries.
Tax Consequences
An individual who is Irish tax resident and Irish
domiciled will be subject to tax on their
worldwide income; however, if an individual is
Irish tax resident and non-Irish domiciled, they
will only be subject to tax on Irish source income
and foreign income to the extent it is remitted to
Ireland. This can allow individuals to plan
around what income they may wish to remit to
Ireland.
Employment Income
If an individual relocates to Ireland and is in
receipt of employment income, there may be
some reliefs available.
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Split Year: allows for employment income before
arriving in Ireland to be excluded from the charge
to Irish tax (this is despite the fact that the
assignee might be resident in Ireland for the year
of arrival).
Special Assignee Relief Programme (SARP): allows
for income tax relief on a portion of income earned
by certain employees assigned from abroad to
work in Ireland by their relevant employer, or an
Irish associated company. SARP provides for relief
from income tax on 30% of the employee’s income
between €75,000 (lower threshold) and €1,000,000
(upper threshold).

Corporation Tax Considerations
If a foreign employer sends an employee to work
in Ireland, as well as considering the payroll
obligations mentioned above, it would also have
to consider whether this employee creates a
Permanent Establishment (PE) in Ireland.
A PE is deﬁned as "ﬁxed place of business
through which the business of an enterprise is
wholly or partly carried on." If it is determined
that a PE arises based on the duties of the
employee, the foreign company may have an
Irish corporation tax exposure.

Payroll Obligations

Conclusion

If a foreign employer sends an employee to work
in Ireland, the employee would be required to
register for payroll taxes in Ireland.

As more people considering moving home to
Ireland or are allowed to work from Ireland for a
foreign employer, we as attorneys should remind
them to consider the tax impact from an early
stage. A client’s tax position should be part of
the planning stage when considering such a
move.

A general overview would be that if an employee
is present in Ireland for less than 60 days, there
would be no payroll obligation. If the employee is
present for a minimum of 60 days and does not
exceed 183 days in total, a PAYE registration would
be required, but a PAYE clearance may be granted
by Revenue to ensure no Irish payroll tax arises.
If an employee is present in Ireland for more than
183 days, PAYE should be operated.

If you would like to be
featured as an author
for the next edition of
TTN Member Insights,
please contact our
editorial team to
reserve your space!
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Steps to developing a better
learning experience

FAMILY BUSINESS PROTOCOLS
IN ARGENTINA: RECENT
REGULATIONS IN BUENOS AIRES
by Lucia Ibarreche, Santiago Zebel & Joseﬁna Colombatto

Since December 2021, it is possible to register Family
Business Protocols with the Ofﬁce of Companies of the
City of Buenos Aires, Argentina (the Inspección General
de Justicia, “IGJ” as per its acronym in Spanish) for entities
subject to the IGJ’s jurisdiction.
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On December 20, 2021, General Resolution (IGJ) No.
19/2021 (the “Resolution”) became effective, allowing
for the voluntary registration of Family Business
Protocols carried out through legal entities
registered with the IGJ.
1. Purpose of the registration
The purpose of the registration of Family Business
Protocols is to allow third parties to be aware of the
existence and scope of the registered Protocol. It
should be noted, though, that registration does not
per se confer legal validity to the Protocol’s clauses.
2. Requirements for registration
In accordance with the Resolution, those who decide
to register their Family Business Protocols must
observe certain requirements, namely:

(iv) the conformity of all members of the legal entity
to the registration of the Family Business Protocol
must be evidenced in writing; and
(v) the registration must be requested by the legal
entity’s management, enclosing a professional prequaliﬁcation report stating that the legal
requirements for the registration of the Family
Business Protocol have been met.
It should be noted that only one Protocol may be
registered for each legal entity. Accordingly, the
registered Protocol will be considered to be in force
as long as it is not updated or replaced. In addition,
any subsequent registration of a previously
registered Family Business Protocol will be deemed
as an amendment or replacement of the original
Protocol.

(i) the Family Business Protocol must be
subscribed by all the members of the legal entity;

3. Particular notes in relation to the Resolution

(ii) the members must be related by blood or
marriage (though the Resolution does not preclude
third parties from also subscribing the Family
Business Protocol);

The Resolution highlights the generalized opinion
which sees Family Business Protocols as
instruments for the enhancement and continuity of
family businesses, a driving force in economies
such Argentina’s.

(iii) the Family Business Protocol must be recorded
in a public deed or a private instrument with
certiﬁed signatures;

In this sense, Protocols are identiﬁed with the good
governance of family businesses, and are considered
as an additional guarantee not only for the partners
but also for third parties, investors and creditors.
They govern the relations between the family and
the business, anticipating the generational
transition and the rules for the professionalization of
management. It thus constitutes a valuable
instrument for the prevention, management and
resolution of conﬂicts. All this is remarked by the
Resolution.
We could not agree more – Family Business
Protocols are instruments designed to set the rules
that will govern interfamily relationships inside the
business, by providing guidelines and mechanisms
for essential concerns like the admission of
members into the business, evaluations and
qualiﬁcations, compensation policies, decisionmaking mechanisms, etc., in order to increase the
chances of success of a family business.
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Nowadays, family enterprises are subject not only to
external setbacks such as devaluations, inﬂation,
increasing tax load, labor issues, etc., but also to
internal challenges: professional and personal
expectations; enlargement of the family group
throughout generations; complexity of interpersonal
relations; succession issues associated with the
death, retirement or incapacity of founders; and
inclusion of new members or investors (to name a
few). In countries like Argentina, these aspects are
added to certain limitations or difﬁculties imposed
by the legal framework, like forced heirship rules,
gift taxes, etc.
Under these circumstances, the generalization of
Family Business Protocols and their recognition
through regulations such as the Resolution is
particularly welcomed.
Lucia Ibarreche Bruhl is a Director at Corpag
Argentina. A Lawyer who graduated with honours,
she obtained her Master of Tax Laws at Universidad
Austral and is a Trust and Estate Practitioner (STEP)
and expert in tax law and private wealth
structuring. She mainly concentrates on assisting
high-net-worth
(HNW),
ultra-high-net-worth
(UHNW) and institutional families, in connection
with the set-up and management of ﬁduciary
structures, as well as resolving succession issues
and ensuring that family assets are properly
protected.

Lucia Ibarreche Bruhl

Santiago Zebel is the Managing Director at Corpag
Argentina & Uruguay and Director of Executive Legal
Education at Universidad Torcuato Di Tella. He is a
lawyer who obtained his Master of Tax Laws
(summa cum laude) at Universidad Torcuato Di
Tella. He is a former expert consultant at the United
Nations Capacity Development Program on Tax
Matters. Santiago was distinguished as one of the
top-thirty young leaders of Argentina by Revista
Apertura (Argentine business magazine) in 2013 and
he is the author of published articles in specialized
journals and in national and international media
(CNN, The Economist, among others). He regularly
speaks in conferences regarding taxation and public
policy, including events in New York, Miami,
Santiago de Chile, Mexico, Sao Paulo, Zurich,
Montevideo and Buenos Aires.
Joseﬁna Colombatto is an Account manager legal at
Corpag Argentina. She is a lawyer who granted with
the Distinction of Excellence Award granted by the
Bar Association of the City of Buenos Aires and was
a student at the Master of Tax Laws at Universidad
Torcuato Di Tella. She is focused on tax law and
private wealth structuring. She mainly concentrates
in the set-up and management of ﬁduciary
structures.

Santiago Zebel

Joseﬁna Colombatto
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Member
Spotlight:
Xavier Gutierrez,
Spain

1.
Can you tell us about your
practice and how you came to join
TTN?
Gutierrez Pujadas & Partners is a
boutique ﬁrm with an international
approach, specialized in optimal tax
advice. We provide tailor-made
services, and we count with an
international network of Partners,
facilitating operations anywhere in
the world.
Our team with more than 35 years of
experience in the tax, commercial
and accounting ﬁelds, has the knowhow,
quality,
and
proximity
necessary to advise you on anything
you need. Our services are aimed at
individuals, who need advice and
consultancy on tax optimization
regarding their assets, companies,
estate plans, and real estate.
I became a TTN member 28 years
ago through my friendship with the
group founder Mr. James Walfenzao.

2. What are some of your interests
outside the practice of law?
Some of my interests or hobbies
outside of the practice of law are
playing golf, tennis, and cooking. I
personally ﬁnd cooking a great
stress relief.

(Member spotlight continued, next page)
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3. What is one area of law in your
jurisdiction we should all keep an eye
on going forward?

4. What are your thoughts on the
potential implementation of OECD
Pillar One and Pillar Two?

Obviously, tax is one of the most
important areas of law in our
jurisdiction. We always must be well
informed of the new changes in the
Spanish law. Nowadays, the blockchain
technology has grown a lot in our
country, and we need to be able to
know how this type of technology is
going to be used by our clients, and
how it will be taxed. We know it is
something very new, but the Spanish
tax authorities are already adding new
tax rules, and we need to be able to
understand them as quickly as possible
so we can give our clients the best tax
advise possible.

As always, the economy is constantly
changing, and countries need to adapt
and implement new tax laws. That is
why the OECD proposed these two
potential agreements.
Pillar One of the agreement is a
signiﬁcant
departure
from
the
standard international tax rules of the
last 100 years, which largely require a
physical presence in a country before
that country has a right to tax. Pillar
Two secures an unprecedented
agreement on a global minimum level
of taxation which has the effect of
stipulating a ﬂoor for tax competition
amongst jurisdictions.
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Member News:
BOITELLE TAX

After having worked with much pleasure and satisfaction for three different law ﬁrms over the
last 25 years, TTN Member Thierry Boitelle decided to make a fresh start of the new year 2022 by
founding his own boutique tax ﬁrm: Boitelle Tax.
That’s right, no fantasy name, no double meaning, and it does exactly what it says on the tin. His
name “Boitelle” is included to guarantee that he is personally implicated in all clients matters and
“Tax” is there to say that his new ﬁrm is a tax boutique rendering Swiss and international tax
services in the broadest sense, both for corporate and private clients.
From their classic and classy new ofﬁces in the Geneva city center, his long-time associate Anna
Sidorova, our assistants Maëva Perotto, Alexandra Hjelm and Julia Pennoni, and Thierry Boitelle
look forward to assisting you, with their usual dedication and excellence, with any current and
new tax challenges that may cross your path!

With 25 years of experience in international taxation,
Thierry Boitelle founded his own boutique ﬁrm
Boitelle Tax in 2022. In his daily practice, he renders
Swiss and international tax advice with a focus on
inbound investment by multinational companies
establishing headquarters, group ﬁnance centers,
holdings, captive insurance, and intellectual property
companies in Switzerland. Thierry also offers more
than 20 years of niche tax expertise in the ﬁeld of
commodities trading.
He further advises high net worth individuals and
company executives on the tax and legal aspects of
immigration to Switzerland. Thierry holds a master’s
degree (LLM) in Taxation from the University of Leiden
(1997) and regularly speaks and writes about Swiss and
international taxation, e.g., in the LLM Tax program of
the University of Geneva.

Anna Sidorova is a senior tax associate within Boitelle
Tax, an international tax boutique ﬁrm based in
Geneva. Having graduated from the University of
Lausanne with honors and accomplished her LL.M. in
International Taxation at the same University, she is
currently a candidate for the Swiss Federal Tax
Expertise.
Her practice notably focuses on Swiss and
international corporate and individual taxation, tax
compliance, voluntary tax disclosure procedures,
criminal tax investigations, international estate and
succession planning, including taxation of trusts and
foundations, restructuring, all aspects of relocation
such as company set up, residency, immigration,
redomiciliation procedure, real estate investment,
matrimonial and succession consequences, inbound
investment by multinational companies, application of
Double Tax Treaties. Her work languages are French,
English, and Russian.
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Upcoming events:
Austin - 27 May 2022
Centered in the heart of Texas, Austin is the Texas State Capital
city, hustling and bustling with arts, activities, awesome people,
and – by its own admission -- a tad of “weirdness”. Calling itself the
“Live Music Capital of the World”, Austin has grown from an
oversized college town just a couple of decades ago to one of the
nation’s largest cities (2.4M in the Austin MSA), indeed its fastest
growing city (with 184/people/day net migration in/born), and is a
major tech hub now home to a number of tech transplants,
including the global headquarters for each of Tesla, Oracle and Dell,
large venture capital businesses and employs tens of thousands of
people in the high growth tech space, including large campuses for
each of Apple, IBM, Google, and Facebook.
In the cryptocurrency space, Austin has become host to many
conferences, including the SXSW Crypto Summit, Digital Assets
and Securities Conference, Texas Blockchain Summit, Texas
Bitcoin Conference and Bear Arms N’ Bitcoin trade show and will be
home (June 2022) to the massive crypto-and blockchain-focused
Consensus conference (4 days, 400+ speakers).
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Tax Course: 22 Sept 2022
Tax Conference & AGM: 23 Sept 2022

Geneva
Geneva offers the perfect destination for TTN's annual
European event. Geneva, the “Capital of Peace”, enjoys a high
level of expertise in several domains such as academic,
medical, ﬁnance or innovation. The city is home to the
headquarters of Europe’s United Nations, the World Health
Organisation and the Red Cross, Geneva is known worldwide
as being a global hub for diplomacy, health and banking.
You can easily access Geneva’s airport with its 140 direct
ﬂights from all round the globe. Using its efﬁcient public
transport system, free of charge, you will reach the city centre
in just 7 minutes. And discover that they speak perfect
worldish here; with 190 nationalities living here, the city is
genuinely international. You will deﬁnitely feel at ease, taking
advantage of the beautiful natural environment, the local ‘art
de vivre’ and the culture.
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